Influence of critical closing pressure on systemic vascular resistance and total arterial compliance: A clinical invasive study.
Systemic vascular resistance (SVR) and total arterial compliance (TAC) modulate systemic arterial load, and their product is the time constant (Tau) of the Windkessel. Previous studies have assumed that aortic pressure decays towards a pressure asymptote (P∞) close to 0mmHg, as right atrial pressure is considered the outflow pressure. Using these assumptions, aortic Tau values of ∼1.5seconds have been documented. However, a zero P∞ may not be physiological because of the high critical closing pressure previously documented in vivo. To calculate precisely the Tau and P∞ of the Windkessel, and to determine the implications for the indices of systemic arterial load. Aortic pressure decay was analysed using high-fidelity recordings in 16 subjects. Tau was calculated assuming P∞=0mmHg, and by two methods that make no assumptions regarding P∞ (the derivative and best-fit methods). Assuming P∞=0mmHg, we documented a Tau value of 1372±308ms, with only 29% of Windkessel function manifested by end-diastole. In contrast, Tau values of 306±109 and 353±106ms were found from the derivative and best-fit methods, with P∞ values of 75±12 and 71±12mmHg, and with ∼80% completion of Windkessel function. The "effective" resistance and compliance were ∼70% and ∼40% less than SVR and TAC (area method), respectively. We did not challenge the Windkessel model, but rather the estimation technique of model variables (Tau, SVR, TAC) that assumes P∞=0. The study favoured a shorter Tau of the Windkessel and a higher P∞ compared with previous studies. This calls for a reappraisal of the quantification of systemic arterial load.